
Blues plunge 
further into 
funk with 
Jaguares loss
WELLINGTON: The Auckland Blues’ cre-
ation of unwanted history as the first New
Zealand side to lose to the Jaguares in Super
Rugby has plunged the team into a fresh cri-
sis. With playoffs hopes on a knife edge
before May, the Blues were humbled 20-13
by the Argentine side at Eden Park on
Saturday, their fifth loss in six games. Having
finished ninth last year, hopes had been high
for Tana Umaga’s side to make a run at the
postseason.

But they have won just two of their nine
matches this campaign and again sit bottom
of the New Zealand conference on 13 points.
“We know we are underperforming as a
whole so that is a challenge and we live for
the challenge,” Umaga told reporters. “We
are not getting it right on the field at the
moment but we are not far away.”

The small crowd that braved torrential
rain on Saturday saw the Blues take a 13-5
lead at half-time playing into a strong wind
before tactically falling apart in the second
spell. They failed to kick deep into Jaguares
territory and were kept pinned inside their
own half. Umaga has steadfastly refused to
criticize his players but came close on
Saturday. “It’s a pretty simple game with the
wind, isn’t it?” he said. “It’s up to everyone
to understand the plan. “There are key peo-
ple that need to make those decisions, and I

don’t believe they did.”

Apologies and injuries
The Blues won the last of their three titles

in 2003 and have been back to the playoffs
just twice since. Their struggles in the cur-
rent term have turned off fans and television
viewers, and prompted an apology from act-
ing captain James Parsons on Saturday. The
poor form has not been helped by a horren-
dous injury toll and with 19 players unavail-
able this week, Umaga had to look outside
his wider training group.

Conference rivals Waikato Chiefs, howev-
er, have kept winning amid a similar injury
crisis and, unlike the Blues, have beaten oth-
er New Zealand sides. The Blues haven’t
defeated compatriots since Umaga’s first

game in charge, the 2016 season-opener
against the Otago Highlanders. They can still
sneak into the playoffs as the eighth-best
team if they can start winning again. But it
would be a long road back. The Chiefs, the
side directly above them in fourth place in
New Zealand, are on 26 points and have
played one fewer game.

Umaga’s bosses have stood by the former
All Blacks captain, even as patience wears
thin. “There is plenty of support for Tana
within New Zealand Rugby and the Blues,”
Blues chief executive Michael Redman said
last week.  “We haven’t been able to deliver
and changing coaches every cycle hasn’t
worked for the Blues previously ... our pre-
ferred option would be to try to work with
the group we have.” — Reuters 

BAKU: Defending world champion Lewis Hamilton
claimed his first win of 2018 yesterday and took over as
leader of the title race when he triumphed in a dramatic,
crash-strewn Azerbaijan Grand Prix.  The 33-year-old
Briton, who had struggled for outright pace, managed to
steer his Mercedes through a chaotic race and capitalize
on others’ misfortunes to register his first victory in sev-
en races and the 63rd of his career.  Sebastian Vettel of
Ferrari looked set to turn pole position into a victory
until a second Safety Car intervention left him lunging to
pass Valtteri Bottas and locked up and ran off.

Bottas then seemed sure
to win, but suffered a sudden
right rear puncture on his
Mercedes after running over
metal debris on the straight.
Hamilton flew past to return
to the top of the podium
“That was quite an emotional
race, to be honest,” said
hamilton, who now leads the
championship by four points
from Vettel.  “Valtteri
deserved to have the win and
also Sebastian did a great job. I was very fortunate today
so it feels a bit odd to me to be here.” Vettel managed to
continue and finish fourth ahead of  his teammate Kimi
Raikkonen and Mexican Sergio Perez of Force India.
Carlos Sainz finishing fifth for Renault and Charles
Leclerc sixth for Sauber, his first points finish.

Fernando Alonso finished seventh for McLaren
ahead of Canadian Lance Stroll of Williams, Stoffel
Vandoorne in the second McLaren and New Zealand’s
Brendon Hartley of Toro Rosso who scored his first
point in F1.  The race was heavily punctuated by acci-
dents which included one in which the two Red Bulls of
Daniel Ricciardo and Max Verstappen collided while
fighting for fourth place in the closing stages, the pair
having banged wheels and battled for positions
throughout the race. They ended up among the seven

retirements on a challenging day on the second-longest
circuit on the calendar.

RED BULL WIPE-OUT 
In cooler conditions with a strong blustery wind, the

drama unfolded from the start. As the lights went out,
Vettel was away fast enough from his 53rd pole to hold
off Hamilton in second, but behind them mayhem erupt-
ed.  Raikkonen, starting sixth, attempted to pass inside
Ocon’s Force India, but the Frenchman turned in and as
the pair collided he crashed into the wall.  In the sur-

rounding chaos, Sergey
Sirotkin was also contacted
and he went down an escape
road while Raikkonen limped
back to the Ferrari pits. The
luckless Alonso suffered
punctured right front and rear
tyres.  The multiple incidents
required a Safety Car before
the action settled and racing
resumed, after five laps.

Vettel pulled away to open
a three seconds lead ahead of

Hamilton and Bottas after 10 of the scheduled 51 laps of
the tight and fast Baku street track. 

On lap 11, Nico Hulkenberg lost control of his Renault
and clipped a wall at Turn Four as Ricciardo began a
series of attacks on his Red Bull team-mate, the pair
banging wheels to the consternation of their pit wall.  At
the front, Vettel was in control and opened up a 3.6 sec-
onds lead despite Hamilton recording fastest laps.

“These tyres are done,” complained Hamilton, who
pitted to switch to ‘softs’ after 22 laps, rejoining third
behind Bottas, but ahead of Verstappen.  Vettel led the
Finn by 12.5 seconds after 25 laps.  The Red Bulls contin-
ued providing thrills as they fought for fourth, Ricciardo
passing Verstappen outside Turn One before the Dutch
tyro regained the place inside Turn Two.

With 20 laps to go, Vettel finally pitted and passed the

lead to Bottas, but rejoined 8.5 seconds ahead of
Hamilton. A frustrated Hamilton complained about back
markers, but began clawing back time, recorded a fastest
lap and then saw Bottas go eight-tenths quicker.  A tense
and high-speed conclusion was clearly in prospect
before, after their pit-stops had reversed positions,
Ricciardo rammed into Verstappen under braking for
Turn One on lap 41.

The Safety Car was deployed again and the leaders

pitted for new ultra-soft tyres to set up a charging 10-
lap finale. The action resumed with four laps remaining
and promptly delivered even more twists as Vettel
lunged to take the lead from Bottas, but locked up and
fell to fourth.

Then, with two laps remaining, Bottas suffered a right
rear punctured after running over debris. “Oh my God, it
just blew up on me,” he said as Hamilton took the lead
ahead of Raikkonen and Perez. — AFP
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That was quite 
an emotional

race, to be honest

Hamilton wins chaotic Baku 
battle to lead title race

Lewis registers his first victory in seven races, 63rd of his career

BAKU: Winner Mercedes’ British driver Lewis Hamilton (C) celebrates next to second placed Ferrari’s
Finnish driver Kimi Raikkonen (L) and third placed Force India’s Mexican driver Sergio Perez on the podi-
um of the Formula One Azerbaijan Grand Prix at the Baku City Circuit in Baku yesterday. — AFP

Six-try
Montpellier
book Top 14
semi-final spot
PARIS: Montpellier booked their
place in the French Top 14 semi-finals
on Saturday with a six-try 45-13 vic-
tory over Pau while three-time
European champions Toulon wrapped
up a play-off spot. With 81 points,
Montpellier are guaranteed to finish
the regular season on top of the table
as they look to win a first French title.
Their 17th win of the season came
courtesy of a second-half rampage
after they were just 10-6 to the good
at the interval.

South Africa centre Francois Steyn
had grabbed the opening score on 23
minutes. After the break, All Blacks
World Cup winner Aaron Cruden and
Fiji winger Nemani Nadolo, with his
17th try of the season, extended the
lead. Forwards Bismarck du Plessis,
Paul Willemse and skipper Louis
Picamoles added three more inside 10
minutes. Another South African Ruan
Pienaar converted all six tries and
knocked over a penalty for a 15-point
personal haul.

It’s only the second time in
Montpellier’s history that they have
reached the semi-finals after their ini-
tial 2014 breakthrough. Saturday’s

win was also their 13th in 13 games at
home with 11 of those yielding bonus
points. “We are happy to be in the
semi-finals, and after the match
against Lyon next week, we will have
time to prepare for the semi-final,
which gives us the opportunity to
work together for three weeks,” said
Montpellier coach Vern Cotter.

The semi-finals take place in Lyon
on the weekend of May 26. “The first
half today was a warning,” added the
wary New Zealand coach. “We need
to impose our game and not just rely
on reacting in the second half as we
did today.” Toulon ran in eight tries in
a 59-13 demolition of Castres to book
their place in the play-offs for the
seventh year running.

Josua Tuisova got the first of a pair
of tries for Toulon after just five min-
utes, Facundo Isa (22), Ma’a Nonu (34)
and then Mathieu Bastareaud touching
down to give the hosts a convincing
first-half lead. Alby Mathewson (76),
the league’s top scorer Chris Ashton
(79), and Raphael Lakafia (80+1)
touched down late for Toulon. Toulon
have 73 points, three ahead of
Toulouse and Racing92 who both have
a game to play. Lyon remains fifth after
losing to Oyonnax 39-18 while Castres
hang onto the sixth and final play-off
spot. Stade Francais defeated Brive
30-22 to confirm their defeated oppo-
nents’ relegation. However, the Paris
giants are not necessarily safe from a
relegation play-off as Oyonnax’s win
kept them three points behind Stade
with just one round of regular-season
games left to play. —AFP 

Wolff defends
Hamilton 
over publicity
‘grenade’
BAKU: Mercedes team chief Toto Wolff
laughed off Bernie Ecclestone’s suggestion
that Lewis Hamilton is “a bit tired” of Formula
One as nothing more than a publicity “hand
grenade”. While Hamilton declined to react to
the former commercial supremo’s comments,
Wolff said he took them with a smile. 

“All of us very much respect Bernie, but we
have also learned to take the comments with
a smile,” said Wolff. “Lewis is remarkably
easy with these kinds of things - I think that
he sees it pretty relaxed. “Bernie comes in
and throws a hand grenade and it’s in the
papers - it’s great. It’s Bernie’s way - he got
all of you here (into F1) and me, and he made
the sport big. “It’s the off-track and on-track
narrative and another thing to write about
and talk about.”

Hamilton is still motivated, said Wolff, who
added that there had been an overreaction to
Mercedes failure to win any of the three sea-
son-opening races. “How the news is running
these days, we are oscillating between exu-
berance and depression, and back again,” he
said. “When things are not going in the right
direction it’s doom, and when you win two
races in a row it’s the utter Mercedes domi-
nance destroying the sport.

“Maybe it’s somewhere in the middle. We
haven’t collectively performed on the level
we would want to in the last races. “There
were three races we could have won and we
didn’t, that’s a fact. But I still see the fire and
the desire to win very much burning in
Lewis.”  Wolff was speaking ahead of the
Azerbaijan Grand prix, where Hamilton
shared the front row with pole sitter
Sebastian Vettel in a Ferrari.

‘VIRTUAL GARAGES’
Formula One champions Mercedes are

against any future ban on the use of ‘virtual
garages’, the factory-based control centers
used during grand prix weekends by teams
to back up engineers at  racetracks. “I think
it’s a very bad idea because we’ve invested
in the virtual garages,” Mercedes team boss
Toto Wolff told reporters at the Azerbaijan

Grand Prix.
Such hi-tech operations rooms, directly

linked in real-time to cars and systems at the
track, are widely used by top teams to cir-
cumvent restrictions on the number of per-
sonnel allowed into the paddock. They are
also important sources of revenue, however,
with teams using them to engage sponsors.
Formula One’s commercial rights holders
want to limit spending and make a more level
playing field when current agreements expire
at the end of 2020.

They also want to put more emphasis on
drivers, rather than armies of engineers
working out of sight, and getting rid of such
control centers has been mooted. Wolff,
however, said that the virtual garage was “a
great selling proposition” for partners and
sponsors. “Actually, there’s not only engi-
neers in our virtual garage back at Brackley,”
the Austrian explained. “We have sponsors
there, we are trying to have co-operations
with high-tech companies and this is the part
they are most interested in. “As far as I know,
many teams have managed to commercialize
the race support structures back in the fac-
tories and of course it gives you an advan-
tage if you’ve got more brains working on
solutions and problems. “For us it has
become a point of sale.” — Agencies 

AUCKLAND: Jeronimo De la Fuente of the Jaguares (C) is tackled by the Blues
Tumua Manu (R) and Akira Ioane (L) during the Super Rugby match between the
Auckland Blues of New Zealand and the Jaguares of Argentina at Eden Park in
Auckland on Saturday. — AFP

Eagles swoop
for Australian
player Mailata
in NFL draft
LOS ANGELES: The Super Bowl cham-
pion Philadelphia Eagles made
Australian Jordan Mailata the 233rd
overall pick in the NFL draft on
Saturday, hoping the towering 20-year-
old can successfully transition from rug-
by league to American football. “It’s
been an absolute brainstorm of an expe-
rience,” Mailata told NFL Draft Live
after being selected in the seventh round
of the annual intake of new talent.

Mailata, who previously suited up for
the South Sydney Rabbitohs in the
National Rugby League, had admitted
earlier to NFL.com that he wasn’t

expecting to be drafted. But his impos-
ing physical attributes likely convinced
the Eagles to take a chance that Mailata,
listed as an offensive tackle, could earn a
place on their roster.

He’s six feet, eight inches tall and 346
pounds — and wowed scouts at his pro
day demonstration by running the 40-
yard dash in 5.12 seconds. In recent
months, Mailata has been training and
studying the intricacies of the game at
the IMG Academy in Bradenton, Florida,
trying to fast-track his pursuit of his
NFL dream.

The Eagles traded up from their
250th pick to the number 233 spot to
take Mailata with their final selection of
the proceedings. “I’ll never forget this
day for the rest of my life,” said Mailata,
who arrived on Saturday in Dallas-
where the draft began amid massive fan-
fare at the Cowboys’ AT&T Stadium on
Thursday. “There were a lot of emotions
today ... especially when it came down to
the last 30 picks, but it’s been a great
experience as a whole,” he said.  — AFP 


